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A beautiful voice was silenced this year. That voice was Whitney Houston. Most would
say that there would never be a voice like hers again. They would be wrong. If you listen
to Geneva Renee's single "Beautiful Wonder" you can get a glimpse of another voice
with the potential to reach that same greatness.
Geneva brings out the song's message of joy for a person who has made a huge impact on
someone's life. It is hard not to draw comparisons to Houston, when listening to this
song. The beauty of Geneva's strong voice and the message of the song take the listener
back in time to the 80s when Whitney was releasing her huge hit "The Greatest Love Of
All." Both songs offer a message of inspiration to the listener.
Geneva brings out the passion and love in the lyrics, and these lyrics are open for
interpretation. That's what makes the song so much more powerful. The song was
originally written by Kenny Wesley, but Geneva adapted some of the lyrics and the
dedicated the song to her mother, who passed away. She describes the song as a musical
thank you to whatever person has offered motivation to be the best you can be. Everyone
deserves to have someone in their life that they can call a "Beautiful Wonder."
This is a great song to introduce Geneva to the world. It showcases her fabulous vocals
without doing anything to detract from what God gave her. She has a voice that you can't
help but remember. She brings the music to life. If this song is any indication of what
Geneva has to offer, there will be a lot of sweet music in the future.
Review by Andrea Guy
Rating: 5 stars (out of 5)
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